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FRIDAA
In the glory of one of your fine and
final days for positive action, I
come in Brotherhood that we might
give you some alternatives. Actually, these alternative actions are
already present and underway--you
have but to unite as “one nation
under God with liberty and justice
for all”.
May this also be a personal lesson
to all who prejudge a thing which
you do not understand, for that
which I offer is in full disagreement with, for instance, E.J.
I
dedicated a book to my brother, Al
M. of Yucca Valley some time
back and allowed negative flow
from this place (not in my name,
but personal opinion) because both
the man who received and the man
who projected needed the lessons.
This will also allow all of you to
become more giving to brothers
when you do not know that of
which you speak.
I herein dedicate this to Al M. for
even though he did NOT create the
idea, he did see to it that long ago
I received material information as
to the status of a new movement
beginning across your nation.
We were writing of foreign affairs
and E.J. rapidly read the information, stated that it would simply
cause a massive civil war, told Al
that it was “too much” and somewhat B.S., “that it couldn’t be
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pulled off’, etc. I urge all of you
to STOP prejudging for if YOU
knew all, you would already have
things well defined and the world
in balance. I now ask E.J. to call
Al, apologize, and see what other
information can be gleaned. You
see, you need not use the ENTIRE
packet for the good has to be
sorted from the chaff but the facts
are as follows:
A collateral, parallel, shadow government moved in and slowly
(sometimes very rapidly) took over
the operations of your nation and
buried the Constitution, You now
have THAT impostor government
set up and running out of control
in Washington, D.C. without any
intention of ever again honoring
the Constitution of the United
States of America. The only thing
incorrect about this “NEW” idea of
now bringing in another government is its label of “New Nation
U.S.A.” Why? Because it is in no
wise NEW and the label will get
you thrown out of court and into
the Brig. You are reclaiming your
OLD Original Nation and to indicate that it is NEW is an error and
will cause you great problems. In
all fairness to E.J. it was that very
thing which caused him such distress. The facts are that it is unlikely you will be given opportunity to break through the wall
of deceit and control in the Washington area and therefore, you
must now have a massive sweep of
“the-people” to return the control
of the united States of America
‘>
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unto
the people
within the
Sovereign States. Some label such
as Republic of the united States of
America would, for instance, be
far more suitable.
do not
How did you get your
Was Freeman duly
President?
elected by the people or a handful
of those who happened to be present in a given “room”?
WhY
don’t I just appoint myself President of “Old Nation USA” and
send out medals and citations of
valor to those who like me? Because if you do not establish that
which you do THROUGH THE
CONSTITUTION
OF
THE
UNITED STATES, you have only
established a distraction which can
easily be wiped off the map in one
sweep.
*
To accomplish these things requires that ones who cannot seem
to rise above their individual narrow perceptions, to come without
and hear the response of God as
you have called unto Him for help.
You continue to WAIT for that
which YOU consider appropriate-while the help comes and passes.
I speak specifically of one Nord
Davis of North Carolina. I honor
this man andthis relentless push for
freedom. He, however, denounces
Me and the Hosts of God who
come forth with me for it disagrees
somehow with that which the
evangelists give forth in their own
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I honor Nord
Davis, too, but far beyond a document of merit with a foolish
medallion affixed and signed by a
self-styled “president”.
If you
further the things of the physical
format in replication of that which
is in ill-function already--you do
not accomplish freedom, you insure demise.
I shall be most happy to work
with, and speak with, any of these
proclaimed patriots for I tell you
now, the United States of America
could well be called “israel” (the
people chosen of God) to reclaim
HIS creation. I remind you that
the adversary, the anti-god, has
taken claim to everything in name,
in place and in action--upon the
physical plane regarding
your
planet. You see, the “SOUL” is
not of physical plane and yet, you
are in dire circumstance of losing
that very thing which unites you
into oneness with God and gives
you possibility of rising above this
horror set upon you. Ponder it
please, and I stand ready to commune. No, I will not play games
and do miracles, play to the crowd
nor PROVE anything to anyone’s
satisfaction--it is time that YOU
ONES PROVE SOMETHING OF
GOODLY INTENT UNTO GOD!
IF YOU DO NOT STRUCTURE
YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL NATION UNDER
GOD--UNDER
SHALL
HAVE
GOD--YOU
CREATED ONLY A SECOND
ENTITY DOOMED TO FAIL
AND FALL. THE PROMISE OF
GOD IS THAT THE TRUTH
WILL BE BROUGHT FORTH IN
THE FINAL DAYS AND THAT
THE ONES OF GOD SHALL
AND WILL BE SEPARATED
APART FROM THAT WHICH IS
THE PHYSICAL EVIL OF THE
PLANET AND HIS PEOPLE
SHALL BE BROUGHT INTO

SAFETY INTO THE PLACES
PREPARED FOR THEM--WHO
DID YOU THINK WOULD PREPARE
THOSE
PLACES?????
You are still little children of very
primitive insight of such attitudes
as, “I’ll show you mine if you will
show me yours!” If you have not
risen above that concept of lifestyle, then you are NOT suitable to
reside yet, in the places of God’s
own balanced civilizations--FURTHERMORE, YOU WILL
YOU ONES
MUST RISE ABOVE THAT
WHICH IS PART AND PARCEL
OF THE “BIBLE BELT PHILOSOPHY” FOR THAT IS &
THAT
IT
IS--PHILOSOPHY!
THAT
YOU
ARE
GIVEN
WHICH “MEN” HAVE DEEMED
SUITABLE AND DESIRABLE
AND IT HAS VERY LITTLE TO
DO WITH THAT WHICH WILL
COME TO PASS. AND YET, IF
YOU COULD
COME INTO
THAT
WHICH
IS TRUTH,
THROUGH THE NETWORK OF
SAY, A TRINITY
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM--THE
TRUTH
WOULD
BLANKET
THE WORLD BEFORE YOU
COULD BE STOPPED!
HOWEVER, AS LONG AS LIES ARE
THRUST FORTH FROM THE
SOURCE OF THAT SYSTEM
AND
THE
SELF-STYLED
LIARS
ARE
PUT
ASIDE-THOSE WHO LIVE ONLY IN
THE FLESHLY INTENT--THEN
YOU ARE WORSE THAN BEHIND IN THE RACE.
HOW CAN HATONN
BE SO CRUEL?
I weary of your individual and personal accusations of “cruelty”
when I take exception to personal
opinions going forth in my name
or that of the Christ. I care not
WHO you are if you be misinformed and you are ALL being
misinformed.
How did you think
God would approach you in the final days? You must think about
this for I have yet to get an answer
from any of your evangelists! A
.
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fuzzy cloud won’t cut it!
A
“rapture” won’t cut it for it only
takes you to the clouds! (Which
will undoubtedly be radioactive!)
Noah’s ark is not large enough for ~
all!
What was the purpose of
Noah’s ark in the first place? It
was a small and sparsely populated
area wherein Noah was. He was
available to save a remnant of people and life-forms, to reclaim that
which would be left after the flood.
It matters not whether the story is
real or a myth--the parable is accurate indeed. This time, you must
get OFF the planet for that which
is coming, if not stopped through
goodness, will set fire to your
planet and the “remnant” will have
to be brought safely into space until safety can be restored.
If you set up a nation which can be
based on more lies--you will not
succeed; you will only hasten your
demise for you will not have GOD
ON YOUR SIDE, EITHER! IF
YOU HAVE NOT GOD ON
YOUR SIDE, THE ADVERSARY
IS TOO STRONG AND WILL
ANNIHILATE YOU!
IF YOU
ARE TO BUILD A NATION
UNDER GOD--THEN SO BE IT
FOR IT WILL BE WITHIN THE
LAWS OF GOD--JUST AS IT
MUST BE WITHIN THE LAWS
OF THE CONSTITUTION, TO
BE BLEST OF GOD. ,
You ones, precious brothers, are
QUITE “STUCK” WITH ME,
AND I AND THIS PLETHORA
BROTHERHOOD
OF
OF
“HOSTS” WILL NOW AND
FOREVER
FUNCTION
TOTALLY WITHIN THE LAWS OF
GOD AND THE CREATION-WE CARE NOT A WHIT REYOUR
EARTH
GARDING
PHYSICAL LEGAL MATTERS
NOR YOUR PERSONAL ACTIONS AGAINST THE LAWS
OF GOD. IF YOU PREFER THE
FABRICATED
LEGAL
ACTIONS OF THE PHYSICAL
PLANE--YOU SHALL SIMPLY
BE
#6

GOD DOES NOT FORCE NOR
COERCE--GOD ALLOWS FREEWILL ACTIONS AND THAT,
DEAR ONES, MEANS FOR
-.YOU
ADVERSARY
The Adversary
plans heinous
things which are already coming
down on you, from taking over the
banks (planned for next week in
America), through emergency order--right after the deliberate triggering of the San Andreas fault
which will devastate the entire
coast of California, to incarceration
of the population’s problem people
in the now defunct military bases.
You see, the closing of the bases
had to coincide with need for the
bases prior to total shut-down of
them. They are needed to be operational to be useful on instant notice so you can see that time is indeed short.
Where are the great concerns over
the fiscal year-end for your nation?
You have to have a massive budget
in two weeks! Where is it? Well,
I repeat--it is structured to allow
for the total fall of your economy
into the hands of the Elite--quickly,
before you can think more on the

matter.

POWER! !!

I am sorry, Dharma, as the time
grows shorter for the actions
needed--the quarrel continues on
superficial things while the plots
are being negotiated under cover.
It is the time for the Elite to make
their move for power and unfortunately that means devastating actions--promptly.

Hatonn speaks fear and doom and
GO LOOK AT THE
gloom?
NEWS
WHICH
THEY
DO
SHOW YOU! GOD PROTECT
YOUR SOFT HEARTS FROM
THAT HORROR THAT THEY
HIDE FROM YOU!!!!

Distractions are rampant from
Afghanistan to rehash of the horrors of Iraq. What have you now,
in fact, from the soldiers coming
back from Iraq--those who were
not killed to prevent their talking?
You see, the thing about burying
the Iraqis alive is being told FIRST
by your military now, for it was
ready to break in the news from
“unauthorized” sources. What am
I talking about?
BURIED ALIVE
As the U.S. military machines
came up on the Iraqis in trenches
they simply lowered the earthmoving equipment of their armored
vehicles and buried the soldiers
alive. It is now known that uncounted
THOUSANDS
UPON
THOUSANDS were buried alive
by your pre-planned military machines. It had to be PLANNED
because tanks, etc., are not
equipped to push dirt around.
it’s
OK,”
“Oh,
says
the
spokesman, ” . ..it isn’t banned by
the Geneva Convention.” And you
think chemicals are bad? How do
you feel about being buried alive to
suffocate while the life is pressed
from your being? This is the war
you sent your sons to die in!
For what? Let us consider this
morning’s news: The Kuwaiti government is deporting all Palestinians, killing them or imprisoning
and torturing them, if their families
have Palestinian blood-line!
THIS IS THE GOVERNMENT
YOU SENT YOUR ARMIES TO
DEFEND AND REPLACE INTO
‘,
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Well, this is the same military machine which will now come under
Russian direction
through the
United Nations which will patrol
your little village streets within the
year. Furthermore, it is not long
until we will ask no further of our
scribes and publishers for they
have served well and beyond all
reasonable attack to allow you a
chance to reclaim your lives and
nation. If you do not get behind
this final move toward Truth and
God--we shall bring our people
home and you can continue to hop
from bed to bed with the evil come
upon you. Threat? Come, come.
This is fact and bears no threat--for
God also promised His Hosts safe
passage and to bring his children
home into His safe places.
WINNING IN THE END?
That is up to you! The “Bible”
says that God wins--but what and
when does He win? He has never
LOST anything--YOU are the ones
who pulled away--but you better
check out the rest of the story-line.
Could it be that God wins’ when He
gets all His blessed followers and
Lighted beings and creations from
the illusion of that physical place?
Could it not mean that the adversary is “bound” into the places of
the
physical--RIGHT
WHERE
YOU ARE THIS DAY?
YOU
HAD
BEST
THE
GET
“PLEIADES
CONNECTIONS”
AND FIND OUT ABOUT THE
COSMOS, ‘GOD AND YOU!
THE WORLD IS ABOUT TO
GET A VERY LARGE HOTFOOT AND GOD’S HOSTS (US)
WILL NOT DO ONE IOTA IN
FORCE TO PULL YOU AWAY
FROM THE INFERNO, FOR
#6
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YOU ARE MAKING
CHOICES
AT
THIS
MINUTE.
LITTLE

YOUR
VERY
do

GRAY ALIENS

Before the ending, ALL will be
blamed on the aliens from the
Cosmos. It will be perpetrated by
the Elite of your own physical
placement--but you will be told
otherwise.
You must understand
something,
little brothers--earth
physical plane is YOUR DIMENSION OF EXPERIENCE
IN
WHICH YOU MAKE CHOICES--

300.
a.m. take note, Dharma--your own
adversary is trying to break the
White Wolf fault--further note,
however, that in spite of the loud
“report”, it didn’t even cause your
dwelling to sway ! It is a very serious time, chelas--gravely seri-
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aqueduct system right at harvest
time. So be it and may you be
given insight. In love and brotherhood, I move to stand-by.
Hatonn to clear, please.
9/14/91 #l
HATONN
SATURDAY
FIRST: please let me have a personal word.
I know that most
things which are funnelled through
America West are making it on to
However, some things are
me.
NOT and I NEED THEM. This is
the only way persons have to get
communication to me and although
Dharma doesn’t want another single thing through here--I must have
information.
For instance, I do
have a copy of Brent’s correspondence but I did not receive the attached UCC material.
Also,
Oberli has subscribed twice to the
“Upright Ostrich” and we still do
not get copies. This is where we
will find the “Patriot” information
and Howard F’s information.
I realize that we are going to get
some help now, with writings for
publication, but I must have all
possible information in order to
analyze and comment as to worthiness or discarding.
Another for instance: I am sure
that we have adequately covered
everything the Pilot Group has to
offer--and, I am happy to work
WITH them but not for $7,000
when we already have the same
“working” material.
We need
Gary and Wayne--not the Pilot
material as such.
We need the
working expertise on underground
building and hydroponic growing.

I suggest you in the quake zone
(watch for an eastern break also)
beef up your supplies for a ten
point quake is going to ruin the

You may as well be prepared for
great changes in the collections
methods and measure of taxation
and--if you desire input--you will
get the material so that I might
look it over. I am not going to go
searching for it for what you ones
do with your money and worldly
goods is not of my first priority.
s-
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We will tell you that which to do
but if it is simply to be used to
further selfish and greedy interests
of individuals--then the thrust is
wrong and I care not to participate.
I am interested in getting God’s
people off your planet and keeping
the adversary out of the cosmic
realms wherein dwell the people of
God. That does require that “MY”
people utilize every available tool
to get through this time of travail.
I do, however, refuse to comment
on anything which has not been
brought before me in formal format
if it is to be answered through this
route.
We must be most cautious in that,
beginning a newspaper, we do not
actually end up shortening the
space for writing for I, alone, am
overfilling
the space allotted.
Well, let us see how next week
goes for I anticipate that you will
most surely have your hands full,
and most certainly by the end of
your fiscal year-end (Sept 30).
You KNOW that the government
must do SOMETHING and, whatever it is, will not be pleasant for
you-the-people.
I will cover possibilities when we
meet on the morrow A.M. However, I do again request that if we
are going to take the time of the
scribe for speaking--I must have
someone put the tapes to print for I
am going to begin to refuse to repeat information and--although we
have relieved her of the pressure of
Germain’s
books--nothing
has
changed for we have as many
JOURNALS to write as there are
subjects. It is that I cannot expect
her to function under the pressures
of the last few months. The subject matter will be more dangerous
as we continue to reveal the coverups but the important material as to
your soul evoKttion and the workings of the Universal order and
Creation is now laid forth. This,
however, has not yet allowed even
for Tesla to present his material.
This is not to overwhelm but to
remind that there is no “resting on
#6

the oars”. Thank you.
CURRENT EVENTS
What flows back to me from receivers of the information are
things such as this: “....I just can’t
get upset because it hasn’t happened so far...” and “Why would
our own people do such a dastardly
thing as to kill our own people and
wreck our country?” Remember-there is NOTHING too heinous for
the Elite adversary to produce or
precipitate to gain the power over
your world--nothing.
You have
seen the military forces in training!
If you can cause men to man earthmoving equipment and methodically bury alive his fellowman in a
desert--those same men will march
through a town and wipe it out if
required and ordered to so do.
If the Elite can unite you on their
side instead of build distress and
hate for themselves, through an
apparent “act of God”, wouldn’t it
be far wiser? If it is discovered
that they have deliberately detonated explosives and caused a massive earthquake they still have an
“out”--they will say that they have
evidence that the “aliens” did it.
Natural disasters unite people and
play right into the New World Order. Furthermore, remember that
a massive disruption in a single
small area of the world does not
cause world-wide disruption--the
peasant Chinese, for example,
wouldn’t know or give a hoot if
you have an earthquake in California. Also, now that the plans are
to launch that information link
satellite tomorrow or Monday and
you will have ability of the Elite to
totally control all computer transactions and records from off the
planet--that is what your “Star
Wars” satellites were for--and this
one, if the Russians leave it in orbit, allows the final blow to the
nation of taking out the clearing
centers of the banking industry in
America.
How many of your people

are

“ready” to carry on? Less than a
hundredth of one percent at most.
I am sorry for ones who chose to
decline or ignore our offer of assistance, for ones are going to now
be caught with money in hand, or
lumps in banks and they will lose
it.
The plans are to bring the
banks to a halt one of these days
SOON and then cause ones to have
to “show” any cash they might
have and only allow use of a portion if the amounts in the holding
of any ONE party or individual
citizen is great. Let us take a sum
of say, $35 to $50 thousand; this
will be considered “questionable”
cash holdings and any more than a
very small sum will simply be confiscated.
If problems occur, the
party involved will be charged with
possible drug dealing or criminal
activities.
Little ladies will be
treated as equal to any drug lord.
Corporations will fare better for
they “have a reason to have funds”
if doing business and your records
are current and good.

ever, we will see who makes it
best through a 10.6 earthquake and
has something to eat after the fact
and a bit of clean water to drink
while the life-lines may be down. ~
Discount me all you wish--but it
would be great WISDOM

I am
simply giving you ongoing information about what

TID BITS
Notice:

”
The point is for the government to
come down on the citizens, my
friends, in mass and with a very
heavy boot to walk all over you.
Can it be stopped? I do not know
at the time of this writing--we will
not stop it, if that is your question.
You have two full days to witness
the negotiations
and play for
power. Then, I suggest you all go
back and read the book of Revelation in your Bible. I know not
why suddenly we of the space
command are so queried when the
writings of how it will be have
been yours from onset of experience. If not this week, chelas, it
will be in the next or the next and
so on. If you do not choose to
listen or if you listen and discount,
so be it. My charge is to bring the
WORD of God unto the world in
Truth and then, my own self-appointed charge is to bring MY
people information and warning
wherein I can do so--if the citizens
wish to utilize that information, I
am pleased--if not--so be it. How6
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” This arrived
on Wednesday from a friend in Indiana.
Now for another view of the planning which was received and laid
forth in 1976:
1976
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This was sent in response to one of
our last
and I am
most appreciative for this comes
from a “center” but was written by
a good friend of mine who is in the
74th year of experience. This one
writes to support Dharma and
Oberli thusly:
74
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”
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10.
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Indeed, I am indebted for your
support of my working people.
Blessed are you ones who have
carried the banner for so long and
seemingly, alone. The time is at
hand for the reaping of the Father’s
harvest and thy works rewarded.
CONSTITUTION
INFORMATION
We will give a try at Al’s scanner
for the next request. Dharma has
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had to digest these pages of information and I cannot ask her to
copy all of the document in point.
This comes from James Hazel in
Oregon and I am likewise indebted
to him for his sharing. This is exactly that which we desire to establish--A SHARING OF INFORMATION WHICH CAN ALLOW YOU TO CHANGE YOUR
REGAIN
PATHWAY
AND
YOUR FREEDOM. IT MUST BE
DONE FROM YOUR LEVEL OF
EXPERIENCE AND WE SUPPORT ALL GROUPS AND ONES
WHO HAVE INFORMATION-WE SHALL NEVER EXPLOIT
ANOTHER
FOR PERSONAL
GAIN--OTHER
THAN
THE
PERSONAL GAIN OF EACH
AND ALL CITIZENS WHO DESIRE TO RESTORE FREEDOM
TO GOD’S CHOSEN PEOPLE
AND NATION. SO BE IT.
I am overjoyed to find that J.H.
has forwarded this information to
the researcher, David Dodge, and
we will likewise share all of this
with the Constitutional Law Center
lawyers.
We are beginning to
make impact now, and it can only
pick up power and participants for
there is still “time” for action if
you move smartly along--for they,
in planning a “natural disaster” to
gain control, err greatly; the populace will only want to hold more
tightly to their arms for there is
going to be rioting and crime like
you can’t imagine along the West
coast if they pull this “thing” off as
they have planned. Yes indeed, if
you move rapidly, you can get it
done--you can establish and move
into working operation a government by the people, for the people
and of the people--because people
will SERVE for no reward other
than the effort toward FREEDOM
IN TRUTH!
,
Dharma, I ask that the Document
be entered herein and make sure
that we retain a good copy for my
further use. Thank you. I now
ask that you leave this keyboard
for there are things which you ones
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need to attend in preparation for
that which will probably come
down next week. Make sure we
have plenty of supplies which
would ordinarily be shipped from
the coast areas. (For lack of space
and time the Document will be the
next EXPRESS, Vol. XVI #7.)
I ask that Gene and Charles attend
the meeting tomorrow.
I cannot
ask ones to stand-by from here into
eternity, but ones must function in
KNOWING of the risks they run
with self and family.
Blessings,
for I walk with you and you are
centered in the Light of God’s
shielding protection. Salu.

possible - New laws of thermodynamics.
We are also given an explanation
of sound and silence - Photosynthesis and the geometry of
space - The nature of light - Paper
money - Into space through open
doors: The road map - Solar
energy

Many other topics are covered including

********

by Violinio Germain & Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn/Aton
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These JOURNALS are
a legacy being presented
to
mankind and left for all the expected future wayfarers through
this physical experience.
“The
AND

PHOENIX

JOURNALS
are

for the preparation of this
time of cycles when this civilization will make transition into
higher understanding or return to
the ages of darkness.” Some of the topics covered in this
JOURNAL are: The foundation of
our present belief - The expanding
universe - Solenoid coils are improperly wound - Rutherford-Bohr
theory of atomic structure is im-
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